The 2018 Yearly Meeting was one of the best Yearly Meetings Junior Meeting has had. We enjoyed many exciting activities. Including going to the pool and bowling. We also went on several nature walks with Brad, we learned about many trees and leaves as well as civil rights. One of the highlights of our time was going to the Elsewhere Museum. An abstract art museum that uses only recycled materials from the museum. We were lucky to have a really informative and engaging guide Gee, who explained the really interesting history and present use of the museum. We had a fun time making Ice cream and doing a puzzle. Some of us enjoyed knitting as well under the guidance of Marry, Judy and Kristen.

Along with great activities we had some great adults to help us out this week. Including Brad and Judy who accompanied us on many of our activities. We also would to thank Goldie and Andrew. Sadly, Andrew had to leave early this year because his of his wife’s health issues, we ask you all to hold her in the light. Emma Stanion helped after Andrew left, many other adults steeped in: it really helped create a community environment. The children really appreciated the adult involvement and helping make the best experience it could be. Last night we had a lot of fun at the talent show we had many fun acts including dancing, music, and juggling. Special thanks to Toby for being our MC.

The 13 children who attended Yearly Meeting this year really appreciated and enjoyed the fellowship and will never forget the love of our faith community this year.